Kit the Kat
“ Kit the Kat in Catnip Boogie aka What a Dope”
Written by Steve Brady & Glenn Brown
Kit the Kat hops up on a windowsill in his white world to see an empty living room with a carpet
where his toys are teasing him to play - a string, a windup mouse, a ball etc . He wants his toys
and is getting bored quickly.
As he turns around to lay down, out of the corner of his eye he sees a flowering catnip plant with
a glowing aura around it. He jumps down and walks over to it. Kit hesitantly looks at it and then
caresses it in curiosity. It doesn’t hurt him so he sniffs it and his eyes light up and glaze over.
Sound Bite (hallelujah) Something is happening. His eyes start to sparkle and his nose twitch.
He loves it. What is this amazing plant. He dives into the plant and for several beats he is
engulfed in the plant. It is stretching all over the place. Then his head pops out as he takes a
breath and he jumps out with a wide grin. He picks off some leaves and rubs it all over him, in
his ears, his hands and feet, under his arms, on his cheeks .
All of a sudden, a chipmunk comes into frame and buzzes the back of his foot. Surprised, he
looks around and then sets off to chase it. The chipmunk zooms through frame and runs by a
yellow yo-yo. Kit comes whipping into frame only to trip over the yo-yo. Kit the Kat is now
disinterested with the chipmunk, but enthralled with the yo-yo. Kit the Kat has never seen one
before. Kit starts pawing at it. He is curious, it looks like a ball and it has string but he doesn’t
know what it is.
He picks it up and thoroughly examines it. He smells it, he licks it, shakes it to see if it makes a
noise. It’s fascinating to him. He drops it, it rolls across the floor and the string unwinds. He pulls
the string back and it rolls up. He does it again. It is clear this is his calling. He is amazed with
the yo-yo.
(I think this happens in a Catnip dream sequence – all of this takes place in his head as Kit is
not that good with a yo-yo)
Here we see a progression of him doing increasingly amazing yo-yo tricks. He starts with walk
the dog.
Then the yo yo elevator Kit now thinks he is a master at Yo-Yo, fireworks are going off with every trick. He is dancing
and strutting while he is doing tricks. He is doing tricks on his head. He is doing yo yo tricks with
his feet. He is so confident, he puts on a blindfold and does more tricks. Meanwhile, the
Chipmunk is watching on the side rolling his eyes as all he see’s is Kit lying on the ground and
moaning and giggling. He is now getting bored because he is not being chased by Kit. He goes
over and kicks Kit off balance and the string becomes unruly and tangles Kit entirely up to the
top of his head.

(Dream sequence ends) Kit wakes up all tangled in string and annoyed.
The chipmunk laughs at the site then feels bad he can’t get out. The chipmunk then pulls out
scissors and cuts the string to reveal a very unamused Kit the Kat. Kit counts down giving the
chipmunk a head start before he chases him. The chipmunk takes a few steps backwards and
then zips off screen. Kit the Kat shakes off all the string off and then starts chasing the
chipmunk, as he is chasing it he sees the catnip again and goes over to take a sniff. His eyes
glaze over Sound Bite (hallelujah) and he snuggles up to the plant for a nap. The chipmunk
comes back into frame looks at Kit, looks to camera and shakes his head and walks off.
The End.
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